A Citizen Fights for His Civil Rights after 9/11: Amric Singh Rathour

By: Karen K. Narasaki

Every one of us has the capacity and the responsibility to step forward to protect our most cherished freedoms.

–Karen K. Narasaki
Commissioner, United States Commission on Civil Rights
President, Asian American Justice Center (1992 – 2012)

In August of 2001, Amric Singh Rathour, a newly sworn-in officer of the New York Police Department (NYPD), was abruptly fired by his employer. The cause for Amric’s termination was not any moral delinquency, but rather a violation of the NYPD’s dress code. A practicing Sikh American, Amric was fired from his job because he refused to remove his turban while on police duty, an act that would have violated a major tenet of the Sikh religion. I understood personally the kind of suspicion, distrust and hostility these communities were facing. I myself am an American citizen of Japanese descent; my parents and their families were interned during World War II without due process despite the fact that they were also born here and also were citizens.

What I find inspiring about Amric’s struggle to oppose the discriminatory uniform policy of the NYPD was the courage it took to assert his civil liberties at a time when individual rights were under siege and racial and religious discrimination were on the rise.

Weeks after Amric’s termination, our nation suffered a great tragedy when terrorism struck our country on September 11, 2001. The terrorist attacks, however, triggered a new backlash of discrimination against members of Arab, Muslim and South Asian American communities. In 2001, there were 481 anti-Islamic hate crime incidents, a far greater figure than the 28 incidents that had occurred in 2000. Sikh Americans, often mistaken as Muslim due to their wearing of turbans and beards as part of their religious practices, were the victims of 133 reported hate crimes in just the first five days following the September 11 attacks.

Why Was an NYPD Police Officer Dismissed for Wearing a Turban?

Amric had a desire to serve his community. He decided to pursue this goal by becoming a New York City police officer. After passing his civil service exam, as well as a psychological and physical test, Amric was sworn in as a member of the NYPD.

When he began his police training, Amric was informed that the uniform dress code of the NYPD would not permit him to wear his customary turban. As a practicing Sikh, Amric wore a traditional turban in accordance with the observation of his religious faith. A police representative told Amric that instead of his traditional turban, he would have to wear a smaller turban under a standard issue officer’s hat. As the training program continued, however, his superior officers began to express that even the smaller turban would not be acceptable.

Accepting his superior officers’ previously stated position on the uniform policy, Amric believed he had the right to keep wearing his turban. He continued to wear his turban to police training sessions until one day his superior officers removed him from his class. “I was shocked that they would show so little respect to me, right in front of my fellow officers,” Amric said. Amric was then placed in another room and told that he would not be able to join his fellow classmates until he removed his turban.

The next day, Amric returned to work wearing not only a turban, but the traditional, full-sized turban he had worn prior to the beginning of the training program. “At that point, I felt as
though there was no point in changing how I practiced my religion if the police force was not going to honor its end of the bargain.” His superior officers again removed him from his class and, soon after, the NYPD fired him from the police force.

**The September 11 Attacks: Discrimination and Hate Crimes**

Several weeks after Amric was fired from the police force, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 tragically took the lives of nearly 3,000 people. The attack brought out the best and, sadly, also the worst in some people. Hundreds of hate crimes were perpetrated against Muslim Americans, as well as people who were mistaken to be Muslim.

Just four days after the terrorist attacks, the unthinkable occurred in Mesa, Arizona. On September 15, 2001, Balbir Singh Sodhi, a turbaned Sikh American, was murdered by an American citizen attempting to lash out against the Muslim community. Sodhi was targeted because of his turban, an article of clothing incorrectly considered by some to be exclusively associated with the Islamic faith. It was in this environment of prejudice and intimidation that Amric Singh Rathour, himself a turbaned Sikh American, faced the question of how to respond to the NYPD’s termination of his employment on the basis of his religious observation.

**Amric Singh Rathour: Practicing Sikhism in America**

Amric had lived his entire life in the United States. Born in Queens, New York, Amric loved his country and his community. Amric was also very proud of his Sikh heritage. Sikhism is a religion of South Asian origin that promotes the values of devotion to God, truthful living and social equality for all. For male Sikhs, wearing a turban, or *dastaar*, is both a privilege and a critical responsibility of their faith. It serves as a constant reminder of their commitment to embody the tenets of Sikhism in their everyday actions.

Although there are more than 500,000 Sikh Americans in the U.S., many communities have few or no Sikh residents. As a result, there is little understanding of the Sikh religion and the people who practice it. As a result many Sikhs who wear turbans are often harassed. In many schools in the United States, turbaned Sikh boys are often teased by other students for dressing differently. As a child, Amric had experienced such treatment while attending elementary school in New York. As adults, Sikhs and other religious and racial minorities continue to face racism, unequal treatment in the workplace and even the threat of physical violence. In the wake of September 11, these incidents increased dramatically.

Amric believed that becoming a police officer would be an ideal way to give back to his community and share the values of Sikhism, Amric quit his old job and began to prepare for the numerous tests he would need to pass to become a member of the New York Police Department.

Then the police department notified Amric that they had changed their position and decided that the wearing of any turban at all would violate the NYPD uniform code. He was shocked.

Because Amric and his wife were raising a newborn child at the time, this threat to his job security could not have struck at a worse time. Amric’s plan for his family’s financial security had been founded upon the police department’s promise.

With his familial responsibilities, Amric had to decide how to respond to his firing. On one hand, he knew that he could simply give up, either by looking for a different job or agreeing to no longer follow his religious observation requirements.

On the other hand, by challenging the NYPD uniform policy before a court of law, Amric could assert his right to freely practice his religion without being subjected to discrimination at the workplace.
**Taking Action against Discrimination**

Amric faced the difficult decision. Initially, Amric was unsure of how to proceed. However, after he was fired from the NYPD, Amric learned of Jasjit Singh Jaggi, another Sikh American police officer who was faced with the same situation. Initially, Jaggi went along with the uniform code while he made a request for a religious exemption to wear his turban. However, when this request was denied, Jaggi resigned from his post rather than give up his religious obligation.

When Amric learned of this, he became more convinced that he should challenge the police department’s uniform policy. Until then, he hadn’t realized that other people might also be facing the same unfair treatment. Amric saw that the NYPD’s policy as systematic discrimination against all Sikh Americans. With this knowledge, Amric saw the need for him to challenge the policy became more urgent. “I’ve known many Sikhs who have chosen to stop wearing a turban because of the mistreatment they have received from others in the workplace and in other social contexts,” said Amric. “I’ve always believed that this was not right. People should not have to choose between their work and their religion.”

Seeing that the challenge he faced was not specific to him, Amric also believed that he had a personal responsibility to take action. “I couldn’t be dependent upon others to take a stand for my rights,” Amric said. “If I didn’t act, then my family members and friends were going to be that much more likely to face similar discrimination later in their lives.”

Lastly, Amric also believed that in the post-September 11 environment it was more important than ever that Sikhs were represented on the police force. Sikh representation on the police force held the potential to both improve relations between the NYPD and the Sikh community and to serve as a symbolic reminder to the public of the contributions to the community that were made by Sikh Americans. For all of these reasons, Amric decided to take action against the NYPD’s discriminatory uniform policy and fight for his former job.

**Finding Allies for Activism**

Although Amric had decided to appeal the police department’s uniform policy, he was unsure of what steps to take next. Like most Americans, Amric had never before taken political or legal action to secure his rights. He had limited resources and no previous experience in activism. Fortunately, Amric soon found a vital ally in a group called the Sikh Coalition. The Sikh Coalition — or the Coalition of Sikh Organizations, as it was known at the time — was founded immediately after September 11, 2001, in response to the flood of hate crimes which targeted Sikh as well as Arab and Muslim Americans after the terrorist attacks.

Anticipating the occurrence of more hate crimes against the Sikh community in the days to come, the Sikh Coalition organized affiliates across the country to encourage the government to take actions to protect Sikh Americans from violence and provide public advocacy services to members of the Sikh community who faced discrimination.

**First Actions Against Discrimination**

When the Sikh Coalition learned of Amric’s firing, the organization offered to provide free legal representation to him so that he could challenge the discriminatory NYPD uniform policy. Even with the legal assistance to go to court, however, Amric still faced an uphill battle. Amric’s first action was to bring his case before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the federal government agency charged with the responsibility of ending employment discrimination in the United States. In December 2002, the EEOC ruled that the NYPD had not unlawfully discriminated against Amric by prohibiting him from wearing his turban.

In response to this setback, Amric and the Sikh Coalition redoubled their efforts. With the Sikh Coalition’s experience in public advocacy, Amric was able to effectively tell his story to
various media outlets. Many newspapers published stories and favorable editorials about his struggle to overcome the discriminatory effects of the NYPD’s employment practices. Amric also pleaded his case directly to elected government officials. Through an online petition, he gained 6,000 signatures in support of his cause and sent them to the mayor of New York.

In addition, Amric and the Sikh Coalition reached out to other communities in order to build a larger coalition of support. Amric gained the support of law enforcement agencies from around the world in which turbaned Sikhs have been welcomed and functionally integrated within the police force, including the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the London Metropolitan Police.

In his struggle for religious freedom, Amric’s support did not come exclusively from the Sikh community. Amric was joined in his efforts by a wide variety of religious leaders from all walks of faith. Christian, Muslim and Buddhist leaders showed public support for Amric and spoke out against his unfair treatment.

**Filing a Federal Lawsuit**

Finally, in March 2003, Amric and the Sikh Coalition filed a federal lawsuit challenging the NYPD’s “no turban” policy. In support of his claims, Amric submitted testimony to the court from Sikh police officers from around the world in opposition to the NYPD’s uniform code. Soon after, the New York attorney general spoke out against the police department’s ban on turbans. As support for Amric continued to grow among members of the media, elected officials and ordinary citizens alike, the prospect of a legal victory for Amric’s right to wear a turban while on duty as a police officer became more and more likely.

Several weeks later, a decision in another lawsuit provided the critical push to help Amric win his cause. Jasjit Singh Jaggi, the Sikh American had also filed a legal challenge to the uniform code. In April of 2004, the judge presiding over Jaggi’s case ruled that the NYPD’s policy was a violation of its member officers’ civil rights. After the decision, the police department declared that it would change its uniform code to allow for religious turbans and offered to reinstate both Amric and Jaggi back onto the police force. After three long years, Amric could finally serve his community and support his family while staying true to his religious principles.

**Safeguarding Your Civil Rights**

In America, threats to our civil liberties have taken different forms. The threats to civil rights in the United States after 9/11 are unique in the forms of the bigotry they have elicited and the people whom they have targeted. However, these new threats to civil liberties can only be overcome in the same way: by the actions of ordinary citizens — you and I — answering the call to safeguard all of our rights.

Today, Amric Singh Rathour continues to serve his community as a New York City police officer. As an officer, Amric has received the respect and support of his colleagues. Since his legal challenge to the police department’s uniform policy, Amric has remained active in the field of civic engagement by sharing his story and continuing to speak out against religious discrimination.

**Full text available online:**
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